At certain times throughout the year St Lucy’s volunteers may be photographed or filmed for school publications or promotional purposes (advertising/newspaper articles). This allows us to communicate St Lucy’s news and information about the life and culture of the school to our community as well as potential friends, parents and donors.

Your assistance in this is greatly appreciated.

I give permission for my photograph to be used in the agreed publications/platforms without acknowledgement, remuneration or compensation (please circle).

- [ ] School Newsletter  
- [ ] St Lucy’s Website  
- [ ] St Lucy’s Facebook  
- [ ] St Lucy’s Instagram  
- [ ] St Lucy’s Twitter  
- [ ] St Lucy’s Blog  
- [ ] Promotional Material Internal  
- [ ] Promotional Material Internal

I understand and agree that if I do not wish to consent to my photograph/video appearing in any of or all of the above publications/platforms or if I wish to withdraw this authorisation and consent, it is my responsibility to notify the school in writing.

NAME: ____________________________________________

SIGNATURE: ________________________________________

DATE: ______________________________________